Improving Emerging Technology
and Processes from the Regulator
and Industry Perspective
Requirements Development Branch (RDB)

Design Requirements
•

Consider designing around future equipment and technology logistics and space allocations.

•

Have requirements and standards for vendors and manufactures to meet that would be least impactful to infrastructure or operations,
such as:
• Upgrading to newer solutions.
• Modernizing existing technology and removing end of life technology.
• Improving security compliance, event monitoring, and regularly scheduled patching of the Transportation Security Equipment
(TSE).
• Providing guidance on existing cybersecurity requirements for the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Functional
Requirements Documents (FRD) for all new technology.
• Building in redundancy with extra network cables and or conduits.
• Budgeting for future upgrades to the hardware and software.
• Learning to work within the space you have.

•

How industry can help us meet our goals:
• Stop using outdated, end of life technology.
• Specify equipment and technology that has the potential to last several years.
• Plan for the unknown.
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Differences Between
European Civil Aviation
Conference (ECAC) and
TSA Certified Equipment

1.

2.
3.
4.

Ways they are alike
ECAC and TSA have closely aligned but not fully harmonized aviation threat detection
requirements.
Test labs: ECAC has five test labs throughout some of their member states. TSA commissions the
Transportation Security Lab (TSL).
Generally, the certification designation is meaningful, whether ECAC or TSA.
From TSA’s perspective, ECAC listed equipment configurations generally satisfy security program
and other policy requirements, subject to specific review and approval by TSA Policy, Plans, and
Engagement (PPE).

Ways they may differ
1. Qualification testing: ECAC does very little qualification testing in their test labs, leaving these
evaluations to operational airport entities or member states. In contrast, TSA is required to conduct
successful qualification testing for equipment deployed in US airport service.
2. ECAC’s list of certified equipment is a list of [successfully] tested equipment that member states can
reference. In contrast, TSA’s primary objective in conducting certification testing is to support our
acquisition process to equip our airports.
3. ECAC posts their equipment list on a public-facing website, with configuration details included.
TSA restricts access to analogous information as Sensitive Security Information (SSI).
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Checkpoint Designs
Past, Present and Future

Walk-Through Metal Detectors (WTMD) vs. Advanced
Imaging Technology (AIT)
Walk-Through Metal Detectors (WTMD)

Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT)

The WTMD is used for passenger screening to detect potential
metallic threats.

Millimeter wave advanced imaging technology safely screens passengers without physical
contact for metallic and non-metallic threats, including weapons and explosives, which
may be concealed under clothing.

CEIA HI-EP Plus

CEIA PMD 2

Cost
$11,000

Leidos Provision AIT with
Co-Located Explosive
Trace Detection (ETD)

Rohde & Schwarz
(R&S) QPS201
Enhanced AIT (eAIT)

Cost
$175,000 to $200,000

Leidos Provision 2
AIT with Co-Located
ETD
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Certified Advanced Technology (AT) System vs. Certified
Computed Tomography (CT) Checkpoint
Advanced Technology (AT)
AT x-rays offer dual views of screened carry-on baggage

Computed Tomography (CT)
CT technology provides three-dimensional images of a screened baggage contents, higher
resolution scanning and potentially may allow passengers to keep some items in their bags
for scanning.

Analogic Base CT –
Illustrative Example Only

Cost
$75,000 to $125,000 (dependent on manufacturer,
configuration and options)

Analogic Full CT –
Illustrative Example Only

Analogic Mid CT –
Illustrative Example
Only

Cost
$250,000 to $350,000 (dependent on manufacturer, configuration and options)
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Checkpoint Layout Examples

Example Generic
Security Screening
Checkpoint (SSCP)
Layout

Example Standard to
Future Layout

Tunnel of Truth
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Open Architecture (OA)

SENSITIVE SECURITY INFORMATION
TSA Business Cases

Connected Checkpoint
Open Architecture (OA) will allow TSA to create a connected transportation security system where information is shared across
Transportation Security Equipment (TSE), allowing for a dynamic screening environment.

•
•

•

•
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Suite of Algorithms
Best-in-class detection to improve overall
security effectiveness.
Each airport could have a different set of
algorithms for max detection and the lowest
false alarm rates.
Risk-Based Screening (RBS)
Robust risk-based screening would be
developed to go beyond Precheck® / standard /
selectee, while dynamically screening.
Long-Term Solution
A connected transportation system would:
o Provide a dynamic screening environment
and improve information sharing.
o Provide more accurate wait times,
screening performance to local TSA
facilities and HQ, and equipment health
status.

Challenges

Cost Challenges
•

Investment needed for future growth prospects often outstrips the investment
planned.

•

It is critical to include aviation infrastructure projects on the priority list for
countries who may be eligible for international financial assistance.

•

The U.S., as well as other countries, often have programs to aid in upgrading
airport equipment, especially if they are a last point of departure to that particular
country.

•

It is important to strive to use ECAC and/or TSA certified equipment.

•

By using affordable technologies, airports can not only keep costs down but
maintenance expenses may also be reduced.
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Conclusion

It is our goal to ensure that:
•
•
•
•
•

All vendors obtain ECAC or TSA certification for all new and improved technology.
We continuously build new relationships and nurture present ones that will enable us to create avenues for affordable
technology options for all.
Technology is improved while also making it affordable.
We create proper space and infrastructure allowances adequate for emerging technology and processes.
WE PLAN! Strategically plan growth and development for up to 5-10 years.
Consider: how do we work with industries for better processes?
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